Quick Reference Guide 2018

When specifying food display cases,
WHAT will be displayed in the case,
WHERE the display case will be positioned and,
HOW to create an eye-catching display

are all critical questions to ask before selecting a food display case
style and manufacturer. This quick reference guide provides helpful
tips for addressing those items.

The following drawings provide a general reference to how many items can be
displayed on a 15”D x X”L shelf. These illustrations can be used to calculate a
display’s total capacity based on shelf and deck size, as well as the number of
display levels relative to the food that needs to be displayed.
Model #s CO37R, CO47R, CO57R & CO67R are Structural Concepts refrigerated grab & go display cases.
The comparable Box models are B32, B42, B62, B82, B3632, B4732, B5932, & B7132.

Be sure that the display case shelves are adjustable & removable to accommodate a
variety of package sizes. Example below shows shelf removed from left hand
display to accommodate larger bottles of water.

Shelf removed

All soda cans could have been
displayed on one shelf, allowing
for shelves to be repositioned
to provide space for taller
items on the display deck. In
this example, the taller items
could only be displayed at the
front, not the full depth of
the lower display level.

Many display case models include an option for “display risers.” Following is an
illustration of 2”H risers with the product capacity noted for 20 ounce bottled
beverages. Risers provide an opportunity to increase product visibility.

(54) 20 ounce bottles will fit on
2”H risers in a nominal 36”W model.

The following chart provides cubic capacity of display space for commonly specified
air screen grab & go models.

Air Screen Model

Total Cubic Display Area

Cubic Display Area Less
Shelf Hardware

CO37R/B3632

15.6

13.9

CO47R/B4732

25.1

22.5

CO57R/B5932

26.2

23.4

CO67R/B7132

31.8

28.4

B32

11.4

9.9

B42

15.4

13.4

B62

23.0

20.1

B82

31.0

27.0

CO35R

10.4

9.5

CO45R

13.8

12.7

CO55R

17.7

16.2

CO65R

21.5

19.7

Model CO57R

Model B42

Model CO45R

The following chart provides cubic capacity of display space for commonly specified
combination models.

Combination Model

Total Cubic Display Area

Cubic Display Area Less
Shelf Hardware

HOU3852R

12.0

9.9

HOU4852R

15.2

12.5

HOU5652R

17.8

14.7

HOU7452R

23.6

19.4

HMBC2

7.3

7.1

HMBC4

14.8

14.3

HMBC5

18.3

17.7

HMBC6

22.3

21.6

Model HOU4852R

Model HMBC4

Consider where the display case will be positioned relative to walls, ceilings, HVAC
vents, windows and other equipment discharging warm air.

Remember 5, 10 & 15
(refer to illustration on next page)

 Stay 5’ away from an exterior window.
Direct sunlight increases the heat load on the front of the display
resulting in the refrigeration system having to work harder and
possible condensation on the case.

 Remain 10’ away from HVAC ceiling vents.
Air blowing on the front of the display interrupts the air curtain and
causes product temperatures to increase. With service display cases
that have a glass front, air blowing on the front glass causes
condensation to develop.

 Position the display 15’ away from exterior doors.
Air drafts from front exterior doors interrupt the air curtain,
allowing warm air to penetrate the inside of the display, which in
turn affects product temperature.

Remain 10’ from HVAC
vents blowing air
directly toward the
open front of the
display.

Minimum 4”
clearance to
walls &
ceilings. Some
models can be
positioned
right to wall &
ceiling. Refer
to
manufacturer’s
spec sheets.

The display
should be level in
all directions.

Nothing is black & white. Be sure to check with the manufacturer on case placement to prevent potential problems.

Do not position
the display
within 5’ of
window with
direct sunlight.

Remain 15’ away from
exterior door opening
that is positioned directly
toward the front of the
display.

Remember the 5/10/15 Rule



6 5/8"

These models
can be positioned against
L1
wall & tight to ceiling because compressor
air is channeled up the rear of the display
L2
and out the top at the front.



The lower front panel cannot 6be
blocked.
1/2"



Ceilings must remain no closer than the
top of the end panel to provide room for
discharge air.

Room for compressor air to discharge
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There are BOX style models that are designed to fit in alcoves with the
proper air flow for compressor ventilation. Models are standard with front
compressor air intake and discharge.
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Model(s)
B32 34 ½”L, 24”D, 82 3/8”H
B3632 36 5/8”L, 32 ¼”D, 82 ½”H
B42 45 ½”L, 24”D, 82 3/8”H
B4732 47 5/8”L, 32 ¼”D, 82 ½”H
B62 66 3/8”L, 24”D, 82 3/8”H
B7132 71 5/8”L, 32 ¼”D, 82 ½”H
B82 88 3/8”L, 24”D, 82 3/8”H
B8832 88 3/8”L, 32 ¼”D, 82 ½”H

ADJ. LEVELERS
EXT.1 5/8" BELOW
BASE

Consider the noise level of the refrigerated display. Today’s building designs do
not allow for much noise absorption. With locations like kiosks in non-traditional
areas or Doctor’s lounges, refrigeration system noise could be an issue.

 New compressor technology has reduced noise levels
significantly. Ask the display case manufacturer for
compressor noise ratings.
 Specifying remote refrigeration will completely eliminate
compressor noise but remember, there will still be noise
from the evaporator coil fans.
 If necessary, a compressor blanket can be installed to
further reduce noise. Look for a blanket design that
double wraps the compressor to lower noise by
approximately 30%. It is important that you wrap the
noise source and not just add insulation to the inside of
the base frame.

With remote refrigeration, the
evaporator coil and fan(s) are
supplied with the display case.
There could be 1-3 fans depending
on the case size.

The latest in quiet
compressors!

A compressor blanket can
be installed before the
display leaves the factory.

Consider the temperature and humidity levels of the environment where the
display will be operating. NSF has two operating environment parameters against
which food display cases must be tested.

Group

Requirement

Type I

Cases operating in environments that don’t exceed 75˚F and 55% relative
humidity. At a minimum, all display cases must pass this criteria.

Type II

Cases operating in higher ambient conditions up to 80˚F and 60% relative
humidity.

 All food display cases are required to pass NSF Type I testing criteria.
 Most foodservice environments exceed 75° F and 55% relative humidity during
some part, if not most, of the day. This causes condensation to develop on the
exterior of the display and/or water to overflow on the floor due to the
evaporator pan not being able to keep up.

 Be sure to consider the impact that an energy management system or smart
thermostat plays on the temperature and humidity of the environment over a
24-hour period. The display case is running 24/7 and will be affected by
temperature adjustments made during the evenings and weekends.
 Look for food display equipment that is designed to operate in NSF Type II
conditions, especially when specifying refrigerated air screen grab & go models.
Solutions are available to accommodate ambient conditions that exceed 75° F
and 55% relative humidity to help alleviate the symptoms described above.
 Consider adding a night curtain or security cover to help offset higher ambient
temperatures over night. These accessories help keep warmer ambient air from
entering the refrigerated zone and provide an added bonus of energy savings.
 Note: If operating conditions are too extreme, exterior condensation will be an
issue regardless of whether the display case is designed for Type II environments.

Calculate the daily energy consumption for each piece of equipment to compare
total life cycle costs before making an equipment selection.

kWh/day x kWh rate x 365 days = annual electricity cost

Example of $ savings between manufacturers
(4’ grab & go display)

Allowed
(kWh/day)

Actual
(kWh/day)

Cost to
Operate/Yr

Model #1 (Other mfr.)

47.12*

40.9

$1,492.85

Model #2
(Structural Concepts)

29.53*

19.9

$708.00

Difference/year

$784.85

MODEL

 Not all display equipment is created equal in terms of energy use.
 Most equipment meets Department of Energy 2012 energy standards, but there
are some manufacturers with equipment that exceeds the standards.
 Use the formula above to compare equipment in terms of electricity costs.
 Be sure to factor electricity costs in the total life cycle cost for the equipment.

There are different styles of deli display cases that should be considered for a deli
operation—medium and low capacity. Selecting the right style of deli case is
important to the success of the operation.

Medium Capacity models:
 The entire display area is refrigerated using forced air.
 Designed so that risers & pedestals can be used for displaying food.
 Includes a lighted mezzanine shelf that can be removed without tools.
 Full height angled rear sliding doors. These doors cannot be removed without affecting
refrigeration performance and product temperatures.
 No “built-in” rear work ledge.
 A “traditional” grocery deli appearance.

Low Capacity models:
 Only the area below the rear doors is refrigerated.
 No refrigerated shelf is available.
 Built-in rear 7 ¾”D work ledge.
 Removable rear doors (unit can operate w/o doors).

 Perfect for high volume locations where removing the
rear doors expedites service during peak serving times.
 Also available with a condiment rail for final prepping
before serving.

Creating an eye-catching display is what it is all about. Here are some unique
ways fresh food is being merchandised.

 Combine (3) 2’ models to display refrigerated & non-refrigerated items in both
service and self-service environments.
 A great way to accommodate a variety of products in 6’ of space.

 Position a grab & go display in between the POS
counter (bottom left image) or under the counter (top
image) for additional sales opportunities.
 A great way to take items from a menu board and
offer them freshly prepared.
 Operators have experienced as much as a 400%
increase in sales when food items are offered
fresh for customer selection.

 Add grab & go models behind a prep counter for unpackaged fresh food items.
 Great for salads, smoothies and juices made to order.
 Be sure that the grab & go model is approved for the display of unpackaged
food.

 Create a kitchen pantry look by building in a grab & go cooler.
 Models are available that offer zero clearance ventilation for the refrigeration
system to allow for a completely built-in look.

 Add a dual sided grab & go to serve
twice as many customers at one time.
 Great for schools!

 Replace doors with an open
display & experience a
significant increase in sales.

 No visual or access restrictions that limit impulse purchases with open
front grab & go display cases.

 Utilize end cap space for high margin grab & go food products.
 Perfect near POS locations.
 Low profile height increases sight lines.
 Great for convenience stores and schools.

Introducing Reveal®
 Box within a Box UV bonded vertical glass display cases
 Select from Refrigerated, Ambient or Combination models
 In Counter or Freestanding units
 Blends and virtually disappears so all one sees is the product
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